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GENERAL INFORMATION

1.1  SCOPE  OF MANUAL

This manual contains the information necessary to operate and maintain the TrueTime
VME Timing Cards. Multiple configurations are described.  This VME product line
consists of the VME Timing board which by itself is referred to as the VME-SG.  When a
GPS Engine is added to the basic VME Timing board assembly the product becomes
known as the GPS-VME. All functions described in this manual are available in the
GPS-VME version.  The VME-SG does not provide GPS related functions.  Both the
GPS-VME and the VME-SG may be configured with the optional alphanumeric display
front panel assembly.  In this manual these two board configurations are referred to as
the Model VME-SG-GPS.

1.2  PURPOSE OF EQUIPMENT

The VME-SG-GPS is a precision time source that conforms with the IEEE 1014.C-1
VMEbus Specification.  The VME-SG-GPS operates in one of the following three
modes: Generator, GPS Synchronized Generator (GPS-VME only) or Code
Synchronized Generator.  In all modes the VME-SG-GPS is designed to supply precise
time to a VME based computer.  The time consists of microseconds through thousands
of years.  In the Generator mode the time can be started, stopped and preset via the
VME bus.  The Generator counters can also be started using an external reference 1
PPS pulse. In the GPS Synchronized Generator mode the card operates with the GPS
Engine.  Time and position  are derived from the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System
(GPS).  In the Code Synchronized Generator mode the generator will phase lock to an
external IRIG B time code.  The code format can be either amplitude modulated or DC
shift at RS-422 logic levels. In all synchronized modes the internal oscillator is
disciplined to remove any frequency offset with respect to the external reference.  This
is necessary to maintain precise phase lock and to minimize drift error if the input
reference is lost.

Time information and status are available to the VME computer bus in five, 16 bit words.
Each word contains up to 4 packed BCD time values.  Since no time ready flags must
be set before time information can be read, the data is immediately available (zero
latency).  On board DIP switches select the memory address space where the VME-SG
board resides.

Two independent time capture register sets are provided.  Time is latched or "frozen" in
one set of registers by a user read operation via the VME bus.  This will provide time on
request.  The second set of capture registers has the time latched into it when an
External Event pulse occurs.  This allows time tagging of an External Event.  An event
normally is programmed to generate an interrupt to flag its occurance.

A Rate Generator is provided that is configured by the user to output one of 5 different
pulse rates to the P2 connector.  The Rate Pulse can also be configured to produce an
interrupt to the VME processor.
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Two Time Compare register sets are available that are preset with time values from
hundreds of days through microseconds via the VME bus.  When either compare time is
equal to the generator time an output pulse is generated.

Four independently programmable interrupts are available each with software selectable
priority. The interrupt sources are the External Event, Rate Pulse, Time Compare 1 and
Time Compare 2.

The VME-SG-GPS is configured as an A16/D16 slave board responding to the Address
Modifier codes hex 29 (short non-priviledged) and hex 2D (short supervisory).  The
VME-SG-GPS is memory mapped on any 256 byte boundary of the VME bus short
address space using the eight position DIP switch located on the board.

1.3  PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The VME-SG configuration is a single slot board meeting the VME standard 6U height
specification.  When the optional display is added two slots are required. The GPS-VME
configuration requires two slots with a 6U height.

1.4  ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS

The Model VME-SG-GPS is designed to operate over a wide ambient temperature
range.

The environmental specifications are:

a. Operating - 0 to +50 degrees C (+32 to +122 F)
b. Storage   - -17 to +100 degrees C (0 to +212 F)
c. Humidity  - To 95% relative, non-condensing

1.5  POWER REQUIREMENTS

The maximum input power specifications are:

a.Voltage  - +5VDC @ 700 ma
             + 12 VDC @ 50 ma each,
             (from VME bus connector)

1.6  SIGNAL SPECIFICATIONS

1.6.1 GENERAL TO ALL MODES

A. VME Bus - Falling edge of /DSA to falling Access Time edge
of /DTAK is less than 400 nanoseconds.

         B. Interrupts

Number  - Four independent
Priority     - Configurable to any of seven levels.
Sources      - External Event
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             - Programmed Rate Generator
    - Programmed Compare Time #1
      - Programmed Compare Time #2
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           C. Time Compare Outputs

Outputs a pulse at the programmed compare time #1.
              Outputs a pulse at the programmed compare time #2.
              Asserts the Interval level during the interval between compare time #1 and

compare time #2.
              Resolution - 1 microsecond
     Pulse Width - 2 milliseconds

Compare Mask - milliseconds through hundreds of days
              Signal Level - Positive going, +5v @ +/- 6ma

See section 1.6.4 for P2/J2 pin assignment

          D. External Freeze Event Input

             Edge         - Rising or falling
              Input        - Logic 0: 0 +.5 VDC
             Voltage        Logic 1: +2.5 to 5 VDC
             Input        - 4.7 K ohms to +5 VDC

The External Freeze Event signal may be input at the front panel BNC or on the
P2/J2 connector.   See section 1.6.4 for P2/J2 pin assignment.

E. Rate Generator Output

Outputs a programmed pulse rate.  Rising edge on-time.

              Rates        - 10K, 1K, 100, 10 and 1 Pulse Per Second (PPS)
              Signal Level - Positive going, +5v @ +/- 6ma

See section 1.6.4 for P2/J2 pin assignment.

F. Auto Leap Year - calculated using year

G. Internal Oscillator (TCVCXO)

              Frequency - 10MHz
              Stability - 1 PPM, 0 to +50 Degrees C
              Aging - < 1PPM/Year

H. External Start Input

              Start Timing  - Selectable positive or negative edge.
              Input Voltage - Logic Zero: 0vdc, +/- .5vdc
                              Logic One:  >+2.5vdc, <+5vdc
                              Input Impedance: 4.7K Ohms to +5v

The External Start signal is input on the P2/J2 connector.
See section 1.6.4 for P2/J2 pin assignment.
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I. Pulse Rate

              Frequencies  - 1PPS
              Duty Cyle     - 50%
              Amplitude     - 0vdc to +5vdc @ +/- 6ma
              Timing        - Positive going edge on time

See section 1.6.4 for P2/J2 pin assignment.

J. IRIG B DC Time Code Output (TTL)

Amplitude     - 0vdc to +5vdc @ +/- 6ma

See section 1.6.4 for P2/J2 pin assignment.

           K. IRIG B Amplitude Modulated Time Code Output

Amplitude     - Adjustable from 0vpp to 10vpp into 600 Ohms to
ground

Ratio         - Adjustable from 2:1 to 5:1

See section 1.6.4 for P2/J2 pin assignment.

L. IRIG B DC Time Code Output (RS-422)

              Signal Output - RS-422 Logic Levels

See section 1.6.4 for P2/J2 pin assignment.

1.6.2  GENERATOR SPECIFICATIONS

A. General Specifications

              Indicators     - Power, 1PPS
              LEDs

B. External Time Base Input (generator only)

              Frequency - 10MPPS
              Input Voltage - Logic Zero: 0vdc, +/- .5vdc
                              Logic One:  >+2.5vdc, <+5vdc

The External Time Base signal is input on the P2/J2 connector.
See section 1.6.4 for P2/J2 pin assignment.
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1.6.3  SYNCHRONIZED GENERATOR SPECIFICATIONS

A. General Specifications

              Indicator     - Power
            LEDs          - 1 PPS
            - Phase Locked
         - Input Code Error

B. GPS Reference

Phase        -  Less than 1 microsecond to UTC,
Accuracy    typically less than 500 nanoseconds

Osc. Freq. -  Better than 1 E -7, typically 5 E -8
Discipline

Phase -  100 nanosecond after PHASE LOCK
Correction
Step Size

Position     -  Latitude, Longitude and Elevation 100 meters
2DRMS

Time To      -  <20 minutes when at least 4 satellites available
First Lock

User Time    -  + 99999 nanoseconds
Bias

Local Offset -  + 12 hours

C. Reference Code Input, Carrier

              Format - IRIG B122

              Amplitude - 1vpp to 10vpp

              Impedance - 10K ohms to ground

              Ratio     - 2:1 to 5:1

           Error        -  Fixed at 3 frames
              Bypass

Osc. Freq. -  Better than 1 E -7, typically 5 E -8
Discipline

Phase        -  Less than 2 microsecond, typically
Accuracy   less than 1 microsecond
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Phase -  100 nanosecond after PHASE LOCK Correction
Step Size

Phase        -  + 1 millisecond in 1 microsecond steps
Compensation

The Time Code signal may be input at the front panel BNC or on the P2/J2
connector.
See section 1.6.4 for P2/J2 the pin assignment.

D. Reference Code Input, DC Shift (RS-422)

              Format - IRIG B122

              Signal        - RS-422 logic level

              Impedance -  120 ohms selectable using JP1

           Error        -  Fixed at 3 frames
              Bypass

Phase        -  Less than 1 microsecond, typically
Accuracy   less than 500 nanoseconds

Osc. Freq. -  Better than 1 E -7, typically 5 E -8
Discipline

Phase -  100 nanosecond after PHASE LOCK
Correction
Step Size

The Time Code signal is input at the P2/J2 connector.
See section 1.6.4 for P2/J2 the pin assignment.
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1.6.4  I/O CONNECTOR SPECIFICATIONS

           1. VME P2/J2 Connector

Table 1-1
    Note:
          Gen Codes and Ref Codes are IRIG B format.
          Ref Code Out (RS-422) is the Ref Code Input signal re-driven through an

RS-422 driver for daisy chained systems.

            2. Front Panel BNC Connectors
   a. External Event Input

The External Event input is available on the front panel BNC labeled EXT
EVENT.  This input is in parallel with the same input on the P2/J2
connector.

           b. Reference Code Input
The amplitude modulated time code input is available on the front panel
BNC labeled CODE IN.  This input is in parallel with the same input on
the P2/J2 connector.

c. Generator Code Output
The amplitude modulated time code output is available on the front panel
BNC labeled GEN CODE.  This output is in parallel with the same output
on the P2/J2 connector.

d. 1PPS Output
The 1 pulse per second (PPS) output is available on the front panel BNC
labeled 1PPS.  This output is in parallel with the same output on the
P2/J2 connector.

PIN # ASSIGNMENT PIN # ASSIGNMENT
C1 1PPS OUT A1 GND
C2 RATE PULSE OUT A2 GND
C3 CODE INPUT (AM) A3 GND
C4 TIME COMP #1 OUT A4 GND
C5 TIME COMP #2 OUT A5 GND
C6 INTERVAL OUT A6 GND
C7 EXT EVENT INPUT A7 GND
C8 EXTERNAL OSC INPUT A8 GND
C9 GEN CODE OUT DC (TTL) A9 GND
C10 GEN CODE OUT AM A10 GND
C11 GEN CODE OUT (RS-422)+ A11 GEN CODE OUT (RS-422)-
C12 REF CODE IN (RS-422)+ A12 REF CODE IN (RS-422)-
C13 REF CODE OUT (RS-422)+ A13 REF CODE OUT (RS-422)-
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1.6.5 JUMPER SPECIFICATIONS

RS-422       -    Install jumper between JP1-2 and JP1-3
          Term Res          to enable termination (ON).  Install
          (120 ohms)        jumper between JP1-1 and JP1-2 to disable (OFF).

   GPS battery  -    Install jumper between JP2-2 and JP2-3
          backup            to connect battery (ON).  Install jumper between JP2-1

and JP2-2 to disable (OFF).

1.6.6 OPTIONAL FRONT PANEL ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY

   Type     -  4 character by 4 line LED

   Display  -  Time (days, hrs, min & sec)
   Info        Date (month, day-of-month, year)
                      Oper Mode (gen, code sync-gen, GPS sync-gen*)
               Sync Status (oper errors, phase)
               Latitude*(degrees, minutes& seconds)
               Longitude* (degrees, minutes & seconds)
               Elevation* (meters)
               Tracking Status* (number of satellites)
               Self Test (error code)

                      *available in GPS-VME only
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SECTION TWO

INSTALLATION AND OPERATION

 2.1 INTRODUCTION

This section contains installation instructions and operating procedures for the VME-SG-GPS.
As stated in section one there are two configurations of this product.  The timing processor
board alone is referred to as the VME-SG 2.  When the GPS Engine is installed the board is
referred to as the GPS-VME.  The GPS-VME is capable of providing GPS related functions
only.

2.2  INSTALLATION

Unpack the unit and carefully inspect it for shipping damage.  Any damage must be reported to
the carrier immediately.

Prior to insertion of the card into the users subrack the following setup/configuration operations
must be performed.

A. Base Address Selection:
The VME-SG-GPS will operate in the short address space selected by the DIP switch
located in U2.  The DIP switch has 8 sections identified as 1 - 8.  Each section may be set
ON or OFF to place the address space of the VME-SG-GPS on any 256-byte boundary.
The switch sections correspond to VME address bits A8 - A15.  Section 1 selects the
least significant address.  When the switch is in the ON position the zero address
condition is asserted.  Therefore, to select the lowest address in VME memory all 8 switch
sections should be set "ON".

VME ADDRESS STRUCTURE
                                                            (24 bits represented)
MSB             23,22,21,20        19,18,17,16         15,14,13,12         11,10,9,8      7,6,5,4        3,2,1,0 LSB
                         |_________|        |_________|         |________|           |______|       |____|        |_____|
                                  |                          |                          |                          |                 |                 |

X           X             0                        0                B               B
Figure 1 represents an OFFSET address of 00 Hex XX00BB  where XX is the user defined MSB’s, 00
is the user selectable VME-SG-GPS OFFSET and BB is the Board address space which is allocated
for the VME-SG-GPS’s I/O.

Switch Positions 1 through 8 control the OFFSET address of the VME-SG card.

To set the OFFSET ADDRESS:
Select the offset address HEX value you want to use,  such as    3A
Convert the hex value to BINARY,                                            00111010
REVERSE the order of the Binary number,                                01011100
Set switches 1-8 using this REVERSE BINARY NUMBER. ON=0, OFF=1
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(Example 1)                          OFFSET ADDRESS  XX3ABB

0=ON, 1=OFF                 Hex                    3A
Black= Switch Position                                                            Binary               00111010
                                                                                                 Reversed Order 01011100
(Example 2)

FACTORY DEFAULT         OFFSET ADDRESS   XXOOBB

                                          Hex                00
                                                                                                 Binary            00000000
                                                                                                 Reversed Order 00000000
(Example 3)                          OFFSET ADDRESS      XX55BB

                                            Hex                     55
                                                                                                 Binary                01010101
                                                                                                 Reversed Order 10101010

B. Backplane Jumpers:
The VME-SG-GPS has interrupt capability and the /IACKIN and the /IACKOUT signal
lines are passed in and out of the board.  Be sure that any backplane jumpers on these
pins in the slot allocated to the VME-SG-GPS are removed even if the VME-SG-GPS
interrupts are not enabled.

C. P2 Connector Conflicts:
Some systems use the P2/J2 connector for their local bus or other control signals.
Several VME-SG-GPS input and output signals are located on the P2/J2 connector in
rows A and C.  Verify that there is no conflict.  Table 1-1 in section 1.6.4 describes the
pins used on the P2/J2 connector.

Mount the unit in the desired location and secure the front panel mounting screws.  Mount
the antenna in the desired location (see drawing 142-800).  Connect the antenna lead-in
to the front panel of the VME-SG-GPS.
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2.3  OPERATION, GENERAL INFORMATION

This section describes operating procedures for the standard VME-SG-GPS.  This manual
describes some options that may not be present in the users particular card configuration.

Section 2.5 provides programming examples to further illustrate the operational capabilities of
the VME-SG-GPS.

The VME-SG-GPS is configured as an A16/D16 slave board responding to the Address
Modifier codes hex 29 (short non-privileged) and 2D (short supervisory).  The interface consists
of address decode logic, the VME-2000 interface controller chip and various bus interface
handshake logic.

There are three operating modes that may be selected by the user.  They are Generator, GPS
Synchronized Generator and Code Synchronized Generator mode.  At power up, the unit will
initialize itself in the GPS Synchronized Generator mode.

Time and status information that is read from the card and configuration and control information
that is written to the card is achieved with a 16 bit Dual Port RAM and specific hardware
registers.  The Dual Port RAM is the storage location for time, status and control information.
The VME-SG-GPS writes the time and status words to the RAM at locations controlled by RAM
addressing logic. Other areas of the RAM are written to directly via the VME interface to load
configuration and control words.  All operating modes and control of the VME-SG-GPS is
performed using these location. Section 2.4.9 provides a detailed description of the control
registers.

The VME-SG-GPS is capable of generating interrupts from up to four independent sources.
The sources are the External Event input, the Pulse Rate logic and the 2 Time Compare
Outputs.  Each interrupt source separately configured with priority level as well as the interrupt
vector returned over the VME bus during an interrupt acknowledge sequence. The Bus Interrupt
Module (BIM) handles the  VME interrupt operations.  This device is programmed directly over
the VME interface. Section 2.4.10  describes the Interrupt Control logic.

The VME-SG-GPS Rate Generation logic provides 5 different pulse rate outputs. The pulses
can also trigger the VME bus interrupt (INT1).  All pulse rate outputs are synchronous with the
board timing.  The pulse rate output is also available on the P2/J2 bus.   Section 2.4.9
describes programming the  Rate Generation Logic.  Section 2.5 lists example routines.

The VME-SG-GPS contains 2 Time Coincidence Compare registers that each output a strobe
at their programmed compare times. There is also an Interval logic level that is triggered high
with compare strobe #1 and set low with compare strobe #2.  The strobes are rising edge on-
time and are set microsecond resolution.  The compare strobes are also used to generate
interrupts (INT2 and INT3) to the VME interface.

Time is captured using the External Event detection logic. The external event pulse active edge
(rising or falling) selection is defined by Configuration Register #2, bit #2 (see section 2.4.6).
When the external event pulse occurs, Time Capture register #2 contains the time. The
External Event input pulse is programmed to generate the VME bus interrupt (INT0) to flag the
user that the event input occurred.
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A battery is provided on the board to supply power to the GPS Engine when the main power is
off.  The battery power drives RAM memory and a real time clock located on the GPS Engine
card.  The RAM is used to store position and almanac information.  If this information is not
available at power up the GPS Engine will perform a cold start and enter a Search The Sky
mode to locate satellites.  When a satellite is tracked, new almanac data is downloaded.  This
process can take anywhere from 12 to 25 minutes.  This process is necessary to compute
position and determine accurate time.  See Position Mode in section 2.4 for more information.

After the VME-SG-GPS has attained phase lock and computed position, these parameters are
maintained in the battery backed GPS Engine even if power is lost.  When power is restored
these parameters will be transferred into the time and position registers in the main processor
board.  This occurs a few seconds after the card has initialized itself.  If UTC time is selected
for output (config register #2, bit 7) the time information will indicate a difference of several
seconds after power up since GPS time rather than UTC time is maintained in the GPS Engine
during the power down time.

A jumper is installed on JP2 between pins 2 and 3 to connect the battery at the factory prior to
shipment.  If the card is to be stored for extended periods (months) the jumper should be
installed between pins 1 and 2 which disconnects the battery.  When power is ON there is no
battery current drain.

2.4  OPERATION, DETAILED INFORMATION

2.4.1 GENERATOR

The Generator accumulates time using an internal or external time base and provides
time information to the VME bus consisting of microseconds through thousands of
years.  The VME-SG-GPS contains two time capture register sets.  Each capture
register consists of five 16 bit word locations where the current time is "frozen". Time is
captured in register number 1 when a time requests via the VME bus occurs.  Time is
captured in register number 2 by an External Event input.  This allows the user to
request time on demand as needed and also record when an external event has
occurred even if both occur simultaneously.

The generator is started and stopped using Configuration Register #1.  The user may
preset the time from milliseconds through years while the Generator is stopped or
running. The generator can be synchronously started using an externally generated 1
PPS signal.  The start strobe, when enabled, is input via the External Event input
connector.  Either the rising or falling transition of the pulse is selected.

2.4.2 GPS SYCHRONIZED GENERATOR

The GPS Synchronized Generator mode operates as a Generator that is synchronized
to the GPS Engine.  The GPS Engine receives transmissions from the  Global
Positioning Satellite system and derives time that is traceable to the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST).  If the GPS Engine indicates that good time is
available, the card will phase lock the generator time registers.  The VME-SG-GPS card
contains a Voltage Controlled Temperature Compensated Crystal Oscillator (VCTCXO).
The VCTCXO is disciplined to remove any frequency errors.  The phase errors are
removed by the Phase Correction logic which advances or retards the generator time
using 100 nanoseconds steps.
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When time from the GPS Engine is valid the front panel LOCK LED will blink slowly (2
second rate) until the phase errors are less than 10 microseconds.  At that time the
LOCK LED will blink faster (twice per second) until the generator is phase locked to < 1
microsecond and the oscillator frequency has stabilized.  At that time the LOCK LED will
be ON continuously.  When time from the GPS Engine is not valid the LOCK LED will be
OFF.  If the GPS Engine is not operating properly the red LED indicator on the front
panel identified as ERR illuminates.  This LED may illuminate momentarily when power
is applied to the card or when the operational mode is changed.  See Table 2-1 .

2.4.3 CODE SYCHRONIZED GENERATOR

The Code Synchronized Generator mode operates as a Generator that is synchronized
to an external IRIG B input code.  The VME-SG-GPS card will operate with either IRIG B
amplitude modulated or IRIG B DC shift at RS-422 logic levels.  The code input format
selection is made via Configuration register 2, bit 3.  The Sync-Gen will phase lock to
the input code and discipline the VCTCXO. The phase correction logic advances or
retards the time to keep it phase locked to the IRIG reference.  The Generator time is
phase shifted by 100 nanoseconds steps. The front panel LOCK LED indicator operates
in the same manner as in the GPS Synchronized Generator mode indicating relative
phase accuracy.  See table 2-1.  An ERR LED indicator on the front panel illuminates
when the input code is not present, is of the wrong format or fails to pass numerous
error detection criteria.

2.4.4 FRONT PANEL INDICATORS AND DISPLAY

LED INDICATORS - The VME-SG-GPS front panel has four indicator LEDs.  They are
labeled POWER, 1PPS, LOCK and ERR.  The POWER indicator is on when power is
applied to the card.  The 1PPS indicator will blink once per second when the generator
is running.  The LOCK and ERR indicators are only used in the synchronized generator
modes.  The table below and sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.2 describe their operation.

LED
NAME              CONDITION                            DEFINITION

LOCK Blinking Slowly  Phase Error> 10 microseconds
Blinks Twice/sec  Phase Error < 10 microseconds
ON Constantly Phase Error within spec
OFF Constantly Reference not valid

ERR    ON Constantly     Reference failure
OFF Constantly Reference is OK

Table 2-1, Front Panel LEDs

ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY - An optional alphanumeric LED display is available that
consists of 4 lines by 4 characters.  The display allows the user to observe time, date,
operational mode, sync status, position, satellite tracking status and self test results.  A
switch on the front panel is used to select the different displays.  The time display will
flash after power up in the GPS Sync-generator mode until LOCK has occurred.  This
indicates that the time is not accurate.
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2.4.5 OSCILLATOR DISCIPLINE

The VME-SG-GPS will discipline the VCTCXO by driving a control voltage to the
oscillator so that its frequency relative to the time reference is as small as possible.  The
accumulative phase error generated due to the frequency error of the oscillator is used
to drive the voltage control circuitry.  If the time reference is lost oscillator discipline will
cease.  The time will drift at a rate that is dependent on how well the oscillator was
disciplined and future changes in ambient temperature.  The oscillator will discipline to
the reference to better than 1 part in ten to the seventh (typically 5 parts in ten to the
eighth). The oscillator has a temperature stability of 1 part in ten to the sixth from
0 to 50 degrees C.  The major contributor to time drift when no reference is present is
temperature.

2.4.6 READING TIME

There are two capture register sets available in the VME-SG-GPS for the storing and
reading of the Generator time.  There are time read examples in the Programming
Examples description Section 2.5.

Time Capture Registers #1
A computer read command via the VME interface is used to "freeze" the time in Capture
Register Set #1. The address that is read to assert the freeze is at the board base
address plus offset hex 40.  The time is read in five 16 bit words at offsets hex 42 (word
1), 80 (word 2), 82 (word 3), 84 (word 4) and 86 (word5).  Reading the location at offset
hex 44 releases the freeze registers.

Time Capture Register #2
Time Capture Register 2 is "frozen" by the External Event input pulse. The time is read
in five 16 bit words at offsets hex 46 (word 1), 88 (word 2), 8A (word 3), 8C (word 4) and
8E (word 5).  Reading the location at offset hex 48 releases the freeze condition.  The
External Event interrupt is used to determine that an external pulse occurred.

The data is in a packed BCD format as described below in table 2-2.

Table 2-2, Time Words

Data Bits
15   14   13   12      11   10    9    8        7    6    5    4      3    2    1    0

Word 1 Unit Msec Hund Mic-sec Tens Mic-sec Unit Mic-sec
Word 2 Tens Seconds Unit Seconds Hund Msec Tens Msec
Word 3 Tens Hours Unit Hours Tens Minutes Unit Minutes
Word 4 Status * Hund Days Tens Days Unit Days
Word 5 Thous Years Hund Years Tens Years Unit Years

* Status Definition
Bit 12  -  Input Reference Error (Sync-Gen Modes)
Bit 13  -  Phase Locked (Sync-Gen Modes)
Bit 14  -  Reserved
Bit 15  -  Reserved
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2.4.7 READING POSITION

When in the GPS synchronized generator mode position information is generated by the
GPS Engine.  Position consists of latitude and longitude in degrees, minutes, seconds
with North/South/East/West indicators and elevation in meters above or below sea level.
The position information actually defines the location of the antenna.

Position data is read at address offsets hex 90 - 9E. All values are packed BCD except
for the North/South and East/West indications which are ASCII byte values.  Table 2-3
below describes each position register with its address offset and data organization.

Table 2-3, Position

2.4.8 LOADING POSITION

When in the GPS synchronized generator mode the position of the antenna is loaded
using the position registers described above. It is sometimes advantageous to load the
position of the antenna since accurate antenna position will reduce timing errors.
Accurate time is computed if only one satellite is tracked when the position information
is known.  Due to buildings or other physical obstruction 4 or more satellites may not be
in view with great enough regularity to allow the VME-SG-GPS card to compute position
conveniently.

The Position Computation Mode must first be set to KNOWN so the GPS Engine will
stop computing new position data.  In all modes the position is output to the registers
described above except when the Position Update Inhibit bit is set.  This bit is contained
in configuration register #2, bit #4.  This bit allows the registers to be used for loading
new position from the VME bus.

0090 Latitude
(0, Hund, Tens, Units degrees)

0092 Latitude
(Tmin, Umin, Tsec, Usec)

0094 Latitude
(N/S, Tenths seconds)

0096 Longitude
(0, Hund, Tens, Units degrees)

0098 Longitude
(Tmin, Umin, Tsec, Usec)

009A Longitude
(E/W, Tenths Seconds)

009C Elevation
(Sign, Ten Thous & Thous Meters)

009E Elevation
(hund, Tens, Unit and Tenths Meters)

** The right most value is in the least
significant nibble of the 16 bit word.
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The position data is written to the position registers in the same format described above.
When this is completed the Position Load Request bit in configuration register #2, bit 5
is set.  This causes the position data and current time to be formatted and transferred to
the GPS Engine. If the GPS Engine is not tracking satellites the current time information
residing in the VME-SG-GPS card must be roughly accurate (within several minutes).

Both the Load Position Request bit and the Position Update Inhibit bits will clear when
the load sequence has completed.

2.4.9 OPERATIONAL CONFIGURATION AND STATUS REGISTERS

The user has access to several registers which are used to control and read status from
the VME-SG-GPS.  All of these registers are written to and read via the VME bus.  The
Configuration registers are used to control all generator and synchronized generator
operations.  Several registers contain position (Longitude, Latitude and Elevation) and
GPS receiver operational status. The user determines the physical address of the
registers by adding the hexadecimal offset for each register to the VME-SG-GPS base
address.  Section 2.2 part A describes the  VME-SG-GPS base address.  The following
describes each of the configuration and status registers:

CONFIGURATION REGISTER 1 (base address + hex 00A0)
This register is used to set the Operational mode, Start/Stop the Generator, enable the
Generator preset, select internal or external oscillator, and enable the interrupts.

bits: 0  - Operation Mode Select (bit 1)
1  - Operation Mode Select (bit 2)
2  - Generator Stop
3  - Generator Preset Enable
4  - External Start Enable
5  - External Oscillator Select
6  - NU (not used)   
7  - Interrupt Enable
8  - NU
9  - NU
10  - NU
11  - NU
12  - NU
13  - NU
14  - NU
15  - NU

a) Mode - Bits 0 and 1 determine the operation mode as follows:

bit 2  bit 1
 0      0     -  Generator
 0      1     -  GPS Synchronized Generator
 1      0     -  IRIG B Synchronized Generator
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Generator Mode - In this mode the VME-SG-GPS card operates as a simple
generator that increments time using the internal or external time base.  Some
generator controls available are start and stop, external start via an external
pulse and time preset.

GPS SYNC-GEN - In this mode the VME-SG-GPS card will use the GPS Engine
to determine time and position.  Most generator controls as described above are
disabled in the Sync-gen modes.
IRIG B SYNC-GEN - In this mode the VME-SG-GPS card will use an external
time code input as a time reference.  The input code format is IRIG B (amplitude
modulated) or IRIG B (DC shift at RS-422 logic levels).  The format is selected
using Configuration Register 2, bit 3.  When IRIG B at RS-422 levels is used the
signal input is terminated with a 120 ohm resister when a jumper is installed on
JP1 pins 2 and 3.

b) Generator Start/Stop - The Generator accumulates time when bit 2 is
zero.  The Generator stops when this bit is a 1.

c)  Generator Preset - Bit 3 controls the presetting of the Generator time.
When this bit is set the VME-SG-GPS will clear the Generator time counters (unit
microseconds through hundreds of microseconds) and transfer the time found in
the Time Preset registers (milliseconds through thousands of years).  This bit will
self clear after the preset has completed.

d) External Start Enable -  Bit 4 enables the Generator External Start
function.  This feature allows the user to synchronize the card in the  generator
mode to an external reference 1PPS pulse.

After the generator mode is selected, connect the external start 1 PPS at either
the External Event BNC on the front panel or on pin C7 of the P2/J2 connector.

First, determine if the rising or falling edge of the reference 1 PPS marks the
beginning of the second and select the appropriate edge as described under
CONFIGURATION REGISTER 2, External Event Falling Edge Select in this
section.

Second, stop the Generator using bit 2 as described above under Generator 
Start/Stop.

Next, load the start time into the Preset Time Registers as described later in this
section.

Finally, set bit 4 of Configuration Register 1.  The next 1 PPS edge will Start the
generator.  Set bit 4 in the second prior to the start time.

e)  External Oscillator Select - Set bit 5 to select the external 10 MHz input
as the Generator time base.  Clear bit 5 to select the internal time base. The
external oscillator input is on pin C8 of the P2/J2 connector.  An external
oscillator should only be selected in the generator mode.  The 10 MHz input
must be at TTL logic levels.  The signal duty cycle should be greater than 10%.
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f)  Interrupt Enable - Each interrupt has an associated latch that is set when
its interrupt source occurs but only if the Interrupt Enable (bit 7) is set. Since
spurious interrupt sources could occur during initialization and setup this bit
initializes in the cleared (disabled) state.  This will guarantee that only interrupts
sources that occur after the bit has been set will drive the VME interrupt logic.
The BIM chip must still be programmed to enabled each interrupt and set priority
levels.  For details see VME Interrupt Control in section 2.4.10.

CONFIGURATION REGISTER2 (base address + hex 00A2)
This register controls the External Event active edge selection, Sync-Gen reference
code format and synchronization and the Interval output negation.

bits: 0 - Not Used (NU)
1 - NU
2 - Ext Event Active Edge Select
3 - IRIG B Format (AM or DC)
4 - Position Update Inhibit
5 - Position Load Request
6 - Negate Interval
7 - GPS Time Output
8  - NU
9  - NU
10  - NU
11  - NU
12  - NU
13  - NU
14  - NU
15  - NU               

a)  External Event Active Edge Select - Bit 2 selects the active edge (rising
or falling) of the signal that drives the  External Event input.  When this bit is a
zero the rising edge is active.  A one selects the falling edge.

b) IRIG B Format Select - Bit 3 is used when in the Code Sync-Generator
mode.  The VME-SG-GPS card is capable of using either IRIG B amplitude
modulated code or IRIG B DC shift at RS-422 logic levels.  When bit 3 is zero
the amplitude modulated format is used and when set DC shift is used.  IRIG B
amplitude modulated is input to the VME-SG-GPS card at the front panel Code
Input BNC or at P2/J2 pin C3.  The DC format is input P2/J2 pins C9 (+) and A9
(-).  See section one for  the  P2/J2 pin description.

c) Position Update Inhibit - Normally bit 4 is not set and position information
(latitude, longitude and elevation) are available from the GPS Engine.  Position
information is read from the position registers at offset hex 90 - 9E.  It may be
necessary to enter the position when multiple satellite visibility is limited due to
physical obstructions such as buildings.  The card must first be placed in the
"Known" Position Mode. The updating of the position registers is inhibited by
setting bit 4.  After the known position has been entered, bit 5, the Position Load
bit (described below) is set.  This will enable the VME-SG-GPS card to transfer
the new position to the GPS Engine.  The Position Output Disable bit and the
Position Load bit will both be cleared when the load operation has completed.
See the Loading Position description in this section 2.4.8.
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d) Position Load - this bit (5) is used in conjunction with the Position Output
Disable bit described above.  It generates a request to the VME-SG-GPS to
transfer the position information loaded by the user into the GPS Engine.

e) Negate Interval - Set bit 6 to clear the Interval output signal. This bit may
be set at any time the user wishes to guarantee that the Interval output is
negated or to abort a time coincidence operation when already in the interval
period.  Bit 6 is automatically cleared when the Interval is cleared.  This process
will generate a Stop pulse.

f) GPS Time Output Flag   When the VME-SG-GPS card is in the GPS
Sync-gen mode, setting bit 7 will cause  time outputs to reflect GPS time.  When
bit 7 is a zero the card outputs UTC time.  UTC time is affected by leap seconds.
GPS time will normally be several seconds ahead of UTC time and is not
affected by leap seconds.

POSITION MODE (base address + hex 00A4)
This register is used to select the GPS Position Mode.  The GPS Receiver will compute
position information if 4 or more satellites are available with a Vertical and Horizontal
Dilution of Precision (VDOP and HDOP) of 6 or less.  If the position is known, time may
be determined with only one satellite.  The Position Mode allows the user to determine
the manner in which the position of the antenna (latitude, longitude and elevation) is
determined.  There are 4 modes available.  Each mode with the value representing it in
the Position Mode registers is shown below:

Character    MODE
------------------------------
0      - Known
1      - Survey
2      - Automatic
3      - Dynamic

a. KNOWN - In the Known mode the current position will be held fixed.  If
the user knows the position of the antenna it is entered via the Position registers
when in this Position Mode.  Position data can be entered only while the Position
Mode is in the Known mode.  If the unit is stationary this mode will provide the
best timing accuracy assuming the position is correct.  When the position is
known only one satellite is necessary to determine accurate time.

b. SURVEY - In the Survey mode the GPS Receiver is directed to compute
position.  There must be 4 satellites in view to calculate Latitude, Longitude and
Elevation. When only 3 satellites are available the Elevation will be held fixed at
the last computed value.  The GPS Engine will compute position only when
HDOP and VDOP values are less than 6.

c. AUTO - The Automatic mode is a combination of the Survey and Known
Position modes.  When the Auto Position mode is asserted the GPS Receiver is
placed in the Survey mode until accurate position with DOPs of 6 or less has
been computed.  At that time the unit will automatically switch to the Known
mode, holding the current accurate position fixed.  This mode makes it
unnecessary for the user to watch the unit to determine when good position has
been computed and then place the unit in the Known mode.
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d. DYNAMIC - The Dynamic mode is used when the unit is moving at
velocities up to 1000 knots.  The GPS Receiver can determine 3 dimensional
position (Latitude, Longitude and Elevation) when 4 or more satellites are in
view.  When only 3 satellites are available the last elevation value computed will
be held fixed and the unit will compute 2 dimensional position.  Time lock is not
possible if less than 3 satellites are available.

LOCAL OFFSET (base address + hex 00A6)
This register allows for the output of local time from the VME-SG-GPS.  This parameter
is used in the GPS synchronized generator mode only to convert the time received from
the GPS Engine time reference to local time.  The Local Offset is any value between +
12 and - 12 hours.  The following describes the Local Offset word:

RATE OUTPUT SELECTION (hex 00A8)
This parameter controls the Pulse Rate generation logic. The Pulse Rate output is
available at the P2/J2 connector pin C2.    Five different Pulse Rates are available as
described in the table below.  The rising edge of the pulse rate output is active and "on
time".  The duty cycles for the different rate outputs are specified in section one.

The Pulse Rate output can also generate VME interrupts.  For more information about
the Rate Generation INT1 interrupt see section 2.4.10.

Character        RATE                                       

0 - Pulse Rate Disabled
1 - 10,000 Pulses Per Second (PPS)
2 - 1000 PPS
3 - 100 PPS
4 - 10 PPS
5 - 1 PPS

OSCILLATOR CONTROL VOLTAGE SETTING (hex 00AA)
The Oscillator Control Voltage Setting is a 16 bit hexadecimal value that indicates the
current output from the frequency control digital to analog (DAC) converter.  The DAC
output controls the frequency of the crystal oscillator that is the time base for all
generator/sync-generator operations.   This output will range between 0 and hex FFFF.
In the GPS sync-gen mode after the card has attained phase lock, a midrange DAC
value of about hex 7FFF + 1000 is normal.  With aging the oscillator DAC setting will
change to maintain good oscillator discipline.  If DAC settings near 0 or hex FFFF are
observed this indicates that either a failure has occurred or the oscillator needs to be
recalibrated.

In the Code Sync-gen modes this value may vary from its midrange value significantly
depending on the frequency accuracy and stability of the generator that is providing the
IRIG B reference code.

Data Bits
15  14  13  12      11  10   9   8           7    6    5    4    3    2    1    0

+/- Sign (ASCII) Tens Hours Unit Hours
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GENERATOR PRESET TIME REGISTERS (hex 00AC - 00B8)
The 9 byte locations shown in the table below are used to preset the Generator. Only
the least significant byte in each word location is used.  The preset registers contain
milliseconds  through thousands of years.  The registers are shown with their base
address offset.

Label Description Hex Address Offset
PUMS Unit Milliseconds 00AC
PMS Hundreds & Tens Msec 00AE
PSEC Tens & Unit Seconds 00B0
PMIN Tens & Unit Minutes 00B2
PHRS Tens & Unit Hours 00B4
PDYS1 Tens & Unit Days 00B6
PDYS2 Hundreds Days 00B8
PYRS1 Tens & Units Years 00BA
PYRS2 Thous & Hund Years 00BC

Once loaded the contents of the preset registers are transferred to the Generator time
registers when the Generator Preset Enable flag (Configuration Word 1, bit 3) is set.
This bit is automatically cleared after the load takes place.  The data as shown in the
table above is formatted in packed BCD.  The least significant digit is in the lower 4 bits
of the byte.

POSITION UPDATE FLAG (hex 00BE)
The position information (latitude, longitude and elevation) is updated once per second.
The data is written during the 998 millisecond of the second.  Prior to the update at
approximately 995 milliseconds the Position Update flag is set.  The flag will clear at
zero milliseconds.   The user should not read the position information while the Position
Update flag is set.  Since the flag will go high before the data is written the user may
read the position data any time the flag is not set and know that there are at least 3
milliseconds before the data will possibly change.

CODE SYNC-GEN PHASE COMPENSATION (hex 00D0)
When the VME-SG-GPS card is using IRIG B AM code as the time reference there are
inherent propagation delays present.  The delays are normally due to signal distribution
amplifiers, or other transmission media that is present.  In addition input code is input to
the cards Automatic Gain Control (AGC) circuit and then a Zero Crossing detector.  Both
of these circuits can contribute small delays.  The Code Sync-gen Phase Compensation
word is used to correct any fixed phase errors either positive or negative.  The word
written to hex offset D0 must be a 16 bit signed binary number representing
microseconds of compensation.  The range of compensation is between - 1000 and +
1000 microseconds. A magnitude of 1000 microseconds is all that will result even if
larger values are entered.
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GPS USER TIME BIAS (hex 00D2 - 00D4)
The GPS User Time Bias is only used in the GPS Sync-gen mode to compensate for
cable or preamplifier time delays. The available values range from  -99999 to +99999
ns.  There are two 16 bit words allocated for this parameter.  The table below shows
how the data is organized.  The first word containing sign and ten thousands of
nanoseconds is at offset hex D2.  Thousands through units nanoseconds are packed in
the word at offset hex D4.

Data Bits
15   14   13   12       11   10    9    8         7    6    5    4          3    2    1    0

+/- Sign (ASCII) 0 10,000 nsec
Thous nsec Hund nsec Tens nsec Unit nsec

NUMBER OF SATELLITES TRACKED (hex 00D6)
This word provides the number of satellites that the GPS Engine is currently tracking.

SELF TEST (hex 00DE)
The Self Test word indicates the results of diagnostic testing that is done at power up
and during normal operation.  The Self Test results are found in the least significant byte
at offset hex DE.  The byte will contain a BCD number value representing any
operational errors that may have occurred.  The table below describes all the possible
error conditions and their number representation.

Code                Error Condition                                   
0 -  No errors detected
1 -  RAM memory failure
2 -  Processor clock failure
3 -  GPS engine communication failure
4 -  GPS engine operational failure
5 -  DAC setting near maximum or minimum

 COINCIDENCE TIME COMPARE REGISTERS (hex 00E0 - 00FE)
The VME-SG-GPS has two sets of coincidence time compare registers identified as #1
and #2.  When the generator time is equal to the values in either compare registers a
pulse output will be asserted on the P2/J2 connector.  The Interval level output sets at
the occurrence of coincidence compare time #1 and resets at the occurrence of
coincidence compare time #2.  The compare pulses are 2 milliseconds wide.

Each Coincidence Compare register set is made up of eight locations one byte wide.
The compare values entered are from microseconds through hundreds of days.  The
registers are shown in the table below with their contents and base address offsets.
Each Coincidence Compare register set also has a MASK value.  The MASK value is a
hexadecimal (4 bit) number between 0 - hex A.  The MASK limits the range of time that
will be used in the compare operation.  For example if the MASK value is zero, all
compare time values (hundreds days - microseconds) are used.  If the MASK value is a
1, then the hundreds of days value is ignored.  The table below indicates the time values
that are used with each associated MASK value.  Using a MASK value allows compare
pulses to occur at regular time intervals.  For example a MASK value of hex B would
only allow compares from microseconds through milliseconds to occur.  This would
cause a pulse to occur every ten milliseconds at the precise microsecond programmed.
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Each Coincidence Compare output is designed to generate its own independent
interrupt.  The Coincidence Compare #1 output pulse will generate the INT2 interrupt.
The Coincidence Compare #2 pulse will generate the INT3 interrupt. For more
information see section 2.4.10.

2.4.10 VME INTERRUPT CONTROL
The heart of the Interrupt Control logic is the Bus Interrupter Module (BIM).  It handles
up to 4 independent sources of interrupt requests and is fully programmable directly
over the VME bus.  When the system interrupt handler or processor responds with an
interrupt acknowledge cycle, the BIM chip can respond supplying an interrupt vector.
Control and setup is facilitated by a separate control register for each interrupt source.
This manual includes programming examples in section 2.5 that show how to setup the
BIM for various interrupting sources with priority and vector setup.

Label Description Hex Address
Offset

COMP1-1 Tens & Units Microseconds 00E0
COMP1-2 Unit Msec & Hundreds Microsec 00E2
COMP1-3 Hundreds & Tens Milliseconds 00E4
COMP1-4 Tens & Unit Seconds 00E6
COMP1-5 Tens & Unit Minutes 00E8
COMP1-6 Tens & Unit Hours 00EA
COMP1-7 Tens & Unit Days 00EC
COMP1-8 MASK1, Hundreds Days 00EE
COMP2-1 Tens & Units Microseconds 00F0
COMP2-2 Unit Msec & Hundreds Microsec 00F2
COMP2-3 Hundreds & Tens Milliseconds 00F4
COMP2-4 Tens & Unit Seconds 00F6
COMP2-5 Tens & Unit Minutes 00F8
COMP2-6 Tens & Unit Hours 00FA
COMP2-7 Tens & Unit Days 00FC
COMP2-8 MASK2, Hundreds Days 00FE

MASK TIME COMAPE
hex 0 Hundreds Days - Microseconds

1 Tens Days - Microseconds
2 Unit Days - Microseconds
3 Tens Hours - Microseconds
4 Unit Hours - Microseconds
5 Tens Minutes  - Microseconds
6 Unit Minutes  - Microseconds
7 Tens Seconds  - Microseconds
8 Unit Seconds  - Microseconds
9 Hund Millisec - Microseconds
A Tens Millisec - Microseconds
B Unit Millisec - Microseconds
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The following table lists the offset from the VME-SG-GPS base address where the
Control and Vector registers for each interrupt source is located.

          BIM CONTROL REGISTERS
There is one control register for each interrupt source.  Each 8-bit control registers is
divided into several fields.  The following is a description of each bits functions:

bits: 0 - L0 (IRQ Interrupt Level bit 0)
1 - L1 ( "      "       "   bit 1)
2 - L2 ( "      "       "   bit 2)
3 - IRAC (Interrupt Auto Clear)
4 - IRE (Interrupt Enable)
5 - X/IN (External/Internal)
6 - FAC (Flag Auto Clear)
7 - Flag

L0, L1, L2 - Bits 0, 1 and 2 determine the interrupt response level.  The following table
illustrates the possible settings:

IRAC (Interrupt Auto-Clear) - Set bit 3 to clear the Interrupt Enable bit (below) during an
interrupt acknowledge cycle responding to this request.  To enable the interrupt for
further interrupts the IRE bit must be set again by writing to the control register.

IRE (Interrupt Enable) - Set bit 4 to enable the interrupt associated with the control
register.

Register Source Offset
INT0 Control External Event 0000
INT1 Control Rate Generator 0002
INT2 Control Coincidence Compare #1 Pulse 0004
INT3 Control Coincidence Compare #2 Pulse 0006

INT0 Vector  External Event 0008
INT1 Vector  Rate Generator 000A
INT2 Vector  Coincidence Compare #1 Pulse 000C
INT3 Vector  Coincidence Compare #2 Pulse 000E

L2 L1 L0 IRQ LEVEL
0 0 0 Disabled
0 0 1 IRQ1
0 1 0 IRQ2
0 1 1 IRQ3
1 0 0 IRQ4
1 0 1 IRQ5
1 1 0 IRQ6
1 1 1 IRQ7
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X/IN (External/Internal) - Bit 5 determines the response of the BIM during an interrupt
acknowledge cycle.  If the X/IN bit is clear the BIM will respond with vector data and a
/DTACK signal.  When set, no vector is supplied and no /DTACK is given.  The VME-
SG-GPS should always be configured with this bit cleared as no other device will supply
the necessary interrupt vector.

FAC (Flag Auto-Clear) - Set bit 6 to cause the FLAG bit (below) to automatically clear
during an interrupt acknowledge cycle.

FLAG - Bit 7 is a flag bit that is provided for the user if desired.  It has no effect on the
operation of the BIM chip.

BIM VECTOR REGISTERS
There is one vector register for each interrupt source.  Each vector register may be
programmed to supply a data byte during its interrupt acknowledge cycle if the
associated External/Internal (X/IN) control register bit is clear.  The byte is used to
compute the location in the vector table where the address of the interrupt service
routine is located. The location in the vector table is computed by multiplying the vector
byte by 4 since each vector table jump address occupies 4 bytes.

2.4.11 VME-SG-GPS MEMORY MAP
The following table describes the VME-SG-GPS memory map.  Each locations address
is computed by adding the offset to the data or register of interest to the cards base
address.  As described in section 2.2 part A the base address is defined by the 8 section
dip switch located on the board.

Base Address
Offset (hex)

Location
Description

0000 BIM Control Register INT0
0002 BIM Control Register INT1
0004 BIM Control Register INT2
0006 BIM Control Register INT3
0008 BIM Vector Register INT0
000A BIM Vector Register INT1
000C BIM Vector Register INT2
000E BIM Vector Register INT3
0040 Generator Time Request
0042 Gen Freeze Reg 1, Word 1,

(Umsec, Husec, Tusec, Uusec)
0044 Gen Freeze Reg 1 Release
0046 Gen Freeze Reg 2, Word 1,

(Umsec, Husec, Tusec, Uusec)
0048 Gen Freeze Reg 2 Release
0080 Gen Freeze Reg 1, Word 2

(Tsec, Usec, Hmsec, Tmsec)
0082 Gen Freeze Reg 1, Word 3

(Thours, Uhours, Tmin, Umin)
0084 Gen Freeze Reg 1, Word 4

(Status*, Hdays, Tdays, Umin)
Status Bits: 1 - Reference Error

2 - SyncGen Phase Locked
3 - Reserved
4 - Reserved

0086 Gen Freeze Reg 1, Word 5
(Thyears, Hyears, Tyears, Uyears)
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Base Address
Offset (hex)

Location
Description

0088 Gen Freeze Reg 2, Word 2
(Tsec, Usec, Hmsec, Tmsec)

008A Gen Freeze Reg 2, Word 3
(Thours, Uhours, Tmin, Umin)

008C Gen Freeze Reg 2, Word 4
(Status*, Hdays, Tdays, Udays)

Status bits: 1 - Reference Error
2 - SyncGen Phase Locked
3 - Reserved
4 - Reserved

008E Gen Freeze Reg 2, Word 5
(Thyears, Hyears, Tyears, Uyears)

0090 Latitude
(0, Hund, Tens, Units degrees)

0092 Latitude
(Tmin, Umin, Tsec, Usec)

0094 Latitude
(North/South, Tenths seconds)

0096 Longitude
(0, Hund, Tens, Units degrees)

0098 Longitude
(Tmin, Umin, Tsec, Usec)

009A Longitude
(East/West, Tenths Seconds)

009C Elevation
(Sign, Ten Thous & Thous Meters)

009E Elevation
(hund, Tens, Unit & Tenths Meters)
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Base
Address
Offset (hex)

Location
Description

00A0 Configuration Reg 1
bits: 0 - Mode Bit 1

1 - Mode Bit 2
2 - Gen Stop
3 - Gen Preset Enable
4 - External Start Enable
5 - External Osc Select
6 - NU
7 - Interrupt Enable
8 - NU
9 - NU
10 - NU
11 - NU
12 - NU
13 - NU
14 - NU
15 - NU

00A2 Configuration Reg 2
bits: 0 - NU

1 - NU
2 - Ext Event Fall Edge Active
3 - Sync Gen IRIG B (AM or DC)
4 - Position Update Inhibit
5 - Position Load Request
6 - Negate Interval Output
7 - GPS Time Select (optional)
8 - NU
9 - NU
10 - NU
11 - NU
12 - NU
13 - NU
14 - NU
15 - NU

00A4 Position Computation Mode
00A6 Local Time Offset (sign, hours)
00A8 Pulse Rate Output Select
00AA DAC Setting (hexadecimal)
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Base Address
Offset (hex)

Location
Description

00AC Gen Preset (0, Msec)
00AE “ “ (Hmsec, Tmsec)
00B0 “ “ (Tsec, Usec)
00B2 “ “ (Tmin, Umin)
00B4 “ “ (Thours, Uhours)
00B6 “ “ (Tdays, Udays)
00B8 “ “ (0, Hdays)
00BA “ “ (Tyears, Uyears)
00BC “ “ (Thyears, Hyears)
00BE Position Update Flag
00D0 Code Sync-gen Phase Compensation
00D2 GPS User Time Bias  (word1)
00D4 GPS User Time Bias  (word2)
00D6 Number Satellites Tracked
00D8 Reserved Registers
00DA        “ “
00DC        “ “
00DE Self Test
00E0 Coin Compare #1  (Tusec, Uusec)
00E2   “ “ “ (Umsec, Husec)
00E4   “ “ “ (Hmsec, Tmsec)
00E6   “ “ “ (Tsec, Usec)
00E8   “ “ “ (Tmin, Umin)
00EA   “ “ “ (Thours, Uhours)
00EC   “ “ “ (Tdays, Udays)
00EE   “ “ “ (Mask, Hdays)
00F0 Coin Compare #2  (Tusec, Uusec)
00F2   “ “ “ (Umsec, Husec)
00F4   “ “ “ (Hmsec, Tmsec)
00F6   “ “ “ (Tsec, Usec)
00F8   “ “ “ (Tmin, Umin)
00FA   “ “ “ (Thours, Uhours)
00FC   “ “ “ (Tdays, Udays)
00FE   “ “ “ (Mask, Hdays)










































































